Mowen Leather Designs
Since 1972

Mowen Leather Designs has created a unique collection of the finest hand crafted leather purses and
handbags, briefcases, attaches, back packs, fanny packs, and accessories that perform artistically as
well as functionally.
Our bags are made from the finest quality top grain leathers, solid brass zippers and hardware, nylon
stitching, and feature complete leather interiors. All bags have an unconditional life time guarantee
against materials and workmanship.

HandBags
The Ultimate Shoulder Bag
Our ultimate shoulder bag features 2
full size leather dividers each with zippered pockets, a convenient open
pocket to the rear of the bag features
2 card pockets for quick easy access
with an attached key holder allows
opening that dark parking lot or hallway door without having to remove
the keys from the bag.Full outside
pockets front and rear with wide strap
for comfort. Double flap with magnetic
closure for quick easy access and
security. Size: 11" x 9" x 5"

Only $148.00
Mini Barrel Bags
Single flap magnetic closure with classic trim gives this bag a touch of elegance. The strap was designed flat for
comfort to go across the body or with
side knot for hip high placement.
Complimented with outside drop
pocket on rear of the bag, and 2 run
length inside pockets, front and back,
give the inside 3 separate compartments. Sizes: Small 6.5" x 5" x 2.5" Large
9" x 7" x 3.5"

Only $57.00 small
$72.00 large

The Lilly Bag
When asked for a larger organized bag we
designed the French bound Lilly inlay! We
used an accordion style gusset to expand
or collapse to your needs, full leather
dividers with zippered compartments, an
open pocket to the rear of the bag features 2 card pockets for quick easy access
with key holder allowing easy access to
keys while still on your shoulder,and a magnetic flap closure with full size French
bound outside rear pocket.
Available in your choice of color combinations. Size: 11" x 10" x 6”

Only $185.00

The Rectangle Bag
A great small bag offering hands free operation. As casual as it is elegant it features
full inside leather divider, and full outside
compartment. Long strap for over the body
adjustable with side knot to fit at the hip
and shoulder. Because of the flat nature of
this bag many of our users tie the strap off
at the waist to be carried as a waist bag.
Size: 8.5" x 5" x 2"

Only $45.00

Pleated Shoulder Bag
We designed this bag to look smaller but
still be spacious. We elongated the zipper
in a U shape fashion for easier access,
incorporated a full divider to the rear of the
bag with a zipper pocket for organization
and adjustable strap for comfort.
Size:10" x 6" x 4"

Only $68.00
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The Barrel Bag
This classic design offers you easy access,
with a double flap magnetic closure, to a
bag with depth and organization. This bag
has a complete leather lining featuring two
full length zippered compartments plus 8"
zippered pocket, a 6" drop pocket for a
phone and three individual card pockets
for easy access with attached key holder.
We have included a wide adjustable side
knot strap for comfort and an outside
pocket for convenience.
Size: 11" x 5" x 8"

Only $138.00

The Small Oval Bag
A great small bag offering hands free operation. As casual as it is elegant it features
full inside leather divider, and full outside
compartment. Long strap for over the body
adjustable with side knot to fit at the hip
and shoulder.
Because of the flat nature of this bag
many of our users tie the strap off at the
waist to be carried as a waist bag.
Size: 7.5" x 6" x 2"

Only $45.00

Open Pleated Bag
This bag is available in three sizes. Featuring
long strap, for wear over the body, hands
free convenience or adjustable with side
knot for support of hip and shoulder at the
same time. The small version features single
flap with magnetic closure and inside zippered pocket. The medium and large versions feature double flaps with magnetic
closures for quick easy access. Designed
with pleated gusset for depth and room
with two deep zippered pockets inside for
organization and key holder for convenient
access.
Size: Small 10" x 6" x 3" Medium 12" x 8" x 5"
Large 15" x 10" x 3"

Only $59, $99, $129
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Pleated Pocket Bag
This bag is available in two sizes. Designed
with wide strap-hip high placement for
comfort. Inside divider with zippered pocket and pleated outside pocket for easy
access to phone, keys, glasses, etc...
Size: Small 13" x 8" x 3"
Large 15" x 9" x 4"

Only $84.00 small
$114.00 large

Fanny Packs
Regular Fanny Pack
We contoured the design of this bag so it
would fit comfortably front or back. Available
in 2 sizes to accomidate your needs. Our regular size features 2 zippered compartments
opening from the top so the bag collapses or
expands to fit your needs, allowing you control
of who sees whats inside. Zippered front pocket
for easie
access with flap over for style. Full
leather straps with heavy duty high-impact
nylon buckles and solid brass zippers for durability comfort and style.
Size: 10"x5"x3"

Only $44.00

Large Fanny Pack
From the success of our regular size wedesigned
a larger version, incorporating wider straps for
comfort and support. The same graceful contour
of the bag is again complimented with opening
across the top of the bag so you can control
who sees what's inside and allowing it to expand
or contract to fit your needs. We have also
included a hidden zippered pocket along the
rear inside panel for security and organization. As
with our regular version an attractive flap covers
the front pocket. Although larger it still fits attractively over the shoulder as well as around the
waist. Full leather straps, heavy duty buckle, and
solid brass zippers for durability comfort and style.
Size: 12"x6.5"x4"

Only $6800
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Backpacks
Large Backpack
For this design we felt two things were essential,
Durability and Comfort! While all of our work is durable
none is tested as hard as our backpacks so we
designed them to withstand the test. We fold and mold
the adjustable straps so they're wide and comfortable.
We center them to fit in between the neck and shoulder for the most comfortable support. We triple reinforce all stress points and double reinforce all stitching
on zippers It features a full leather divider in the rear of
the bag with a zippered pocket.
Size: 16"x12"x8"

Only $195.00

Small Backpack
For this design we felt two things were essential,
Durability and Comfort! While all of our work is
durable none is tested as hard as our backpacks so
we designed them to withstand the test. We fold and
mold the adjustable straps so they're wide and comfortable. We center them to fit in between the neck
and shoulder for the most comfortable support. We
triple reinforce all stress points and double reinforce all
stitching on zippers. It features a full leather divider in
the rear of the bag with a zippered pocket. Size:
13.5"x11"x7.5"

Only $175.00

Mini Backpack
When asked for a smaller backpack we thought it would
be a great idea if it also could work as a sling bag and a
purse. We centered the adjustable straps so it could
comfortably be worn as a backpack or
conveniently
thrown over 1 shoulder as a sling bag.We also incorporated a hook strap so it could be carried as a purse. We
used each panel of the bag to create a separate compartment...3 open pockets inside and 1 zippered outside
for organization and convenience. A flap-over magnetic
closure covers the easily accessible drawstring. The
drawstring can be tied for added security when worn as
a backpack.
Size:12"x8"x5"

Only $135.00
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Men’s Wallets
Trifold Wallet
This Trifold leather wallet has a full size lined
currency compartment, windowed ID compartment, 2 slide pockets - credit card
pocket and picture insert. Available
inBlack, Brown, or Tan only.

Only $29.00

Billfold Wallet
These billfold leather wallets have a full size
lined currency compartment, 3 side pockets, 3 credit card pockets, and windowed
ID compartment with a picture insert.
Available in Black, Brown, or Tan only.

Only $29.00

Businessman’s Wallet
Full size lined currency compartment with 7
credit card slots, 2 slide pockets and windowed ID pocket. Available in Black,
Brown, or Tan only.

Only $29.00
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Attache & Briefcases
Lilly Briefcase
To make this briefcase perform as well functionally as it does artistically we gave it a wide base
so when embodied by your work , laptop, files
etc..., it will sit beside you during a presentation
with all facets of it easily available. Inside full
widthdividers on each side backed by 2 full
length zippered pockets. Dividers include pockets for phone, calculator, pens, 3 card pockets,
plus an 8" zippered pocket. Outside - 2 pockets
on each side with wide open spacious room to
carry your life. Professional women work and live
out of their briefcase and we make sure they
have the room to do it.
Size: 16" x 11" x 5"

Only $265.00

The Attache

This bag was designed as an attaché with an off-center strap so regardless
of what's inside, the bag will always hang evenly right at your side. It features 2 outside compartments-1 front zippered and 1 rear open and
angled pocket for easy access. Inside is a full leather divider for organization with an 8" zippered pocket and a large drop pocket for phone. The
opposite wall of the interior has 3 card pockets, 2 pen holders and a large
drop pocket for easy access. Triple reinforced nylon stitching for increased
durability in all straps and handles.
Size: 16" x 12" x 4"

Only $168.00
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Flight Bag
Flight Bag
This classic travel companion is fully lined with
durable nylon. Includes 2 outside drop pockets
- great for boarding pass, magazines, files, etc.
Inside are 2 full length zippered compartments one on each side. Handles are sewn to sidewalls with 4 rows of stitching and reinforced
across the bottom of bag for added strength
and durability. This is the ideal travel companion!
Size: 18" x 12" x 12"

Only $395.00

Accessories
String Bags
This adjustable string bag, originally designed
for passport protection as an undergarment
security bag features heavy duty nylon parachute cord with an adjustable cord-lock, allowing you control over placement of the bagacross the body around the waist-at the hip
and shoulder etc... These also feature two separate full size zippered compartments with a full
leather divider. We have incorporated a flap
over 1 zippered compartment for protection of
zipper snagging clothes as well as for a more
stylish appeal when worn outside the garment.
Size: 6.5" x 4.5"Large 8" x 5”

Small $22.00 Large $25.00

Phone Cases
This cellular phone case features a belt loop
for convenience, solid brass zipper closure and
heavy duty nylon stitching.
Available in two sizes
,
Small - 6.5" x 2.25" x 1.5"
Large 7" x 3" x 1.5"

$20.00 each
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Dopkit
This classic toiletry bag was designed for
durability as well as convenient easy
access and protection of your personal
items. This bag has a washable waterproof fully rubberized nylon lining with
bound seams.
Size: 11"x5"x4.5"

Only $49.00

Cigarette Cases
This leather cigarette case holds regular, and
100's. Outside lighter pocket. For the non-smoker this pouch performs well as a pocket or bag
organizer, multiple card case, or...

Size: 4"x3"x2"

Only $15.00

Squeeze Pouches
Size: Small - Coin Pouch 4" x 3"
Medium - Credit Card Pouch 4" x 5"- Large Eyeglass Case 4" x 7" -

Small $5.00 Medium $7.00
Large $10.00
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Creditcard Key Case
Cards, keys and cash are something we
all need all the time. This handy item provides us with that.
Size: 4"x3".

Only $9.00

Double Zipper Pouch
To organize your bag or pockets these zippered
pouches perform well as credit card holderscash-change-cosmetics-personal items. . . .
(money not included)

Size: 4"x3"

Only $15.00

Zipper Pouches
To organize your bag or pockets these zippered pouches perform well as credit card
holders-cash-change-cosmetics-personal
items. . . .
Size: Small 4" x 3" Medium 4" x 6"
Large 4" x 8"

Small $5.00
Medium $8.00
Large $10.00
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Color Availability
Black

Chocolate

Cognac

Burgundy

Granite

Navy

Purple

Taupe

Med. Brown

Tan

Hunter Green

White

We use select Naked Aniline Top Grain Cowhide. Its natural characteristics are that it s drum dyed
throughout with no finish to wear off, and its “melt in you hand” softness which is not only comfortable to
wear but very graceful and elegant in style as that it holds it shape in design.
Our leather is dyed to beautiful, rich colors. All our hand made bags are available in 12 colors, as
seen in the chart.

Please note: The color samples shown above may appear differently on various displays.
Please call if you have any questions, and remember, our complete satisfaction guarantee
will insure you will have a original piece of hand crafted leather that you will be proud of
for years to come.

From Our Customers
I just received the small backpack I ordered from your website, and was delighted in the quality of the workmanship. I am (sorrowfully) replacing a leather backpack that has stood me in good stead for the last 23 years, and your pack has gone a long way
to relieve the loss of this old friend. It s so much more finely made than its predecessor! I love the combination of practicality,
organization of space, quality of workmanship, and elegance of design - not to mention the lifetime warranty. I look forward to
many good years with this new pack, and hope more people find you on the web. You deserve it! -ginger
I just purchased the Lilly bag from Mark via the internet and am extremely pleased. The craftsmanship is beautiful and the
organization of space is great. I am typically a Coach, D&B and even Louis Vuitton fanatic, but I think that this bag actually
has
been better constructed than either Coach or D&B. I ll definitely be back for more! -Claire
Mark: Received my order for 2 cigarette cases and just wanted to take the time to say how pleased I am with them and the
promptness in which they were sent. I will be a return customer. Thanks. -Jackie
I look for your leather stuff every year at the Three Rivers Arts Festival in Pittsburgh -- I especially enjoyed meeting you this
year.
I m glad you have a website now so I can get your bags for gifts year-round. -Charlie

Copyright © 1998 Mark Mowen
1186 North Plainview, Copley, OH 44321 USA
Telephone: 1-330-668-8926
E-mail: info leatherstuff.com
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2000’ Show Schedules
May 19th, 20th
East Lansing Arts Festival
East Lansing, Michigan
May 26th, 27th, 28th
The Artsfest of Greater Harrisburg
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
June 1st-11th
Three Rivers Arts Festival
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
June 15th, 16th, 17th
Craft Fair at Hathaway Brown
Shaker Heights, Ohio
July 6th, 7th, 8th
Chautauqua Cratfs Festival
Chautauqua Institute
Chautauqua, New York
July 12th, 13th, 14th, 15th
2001 Central Pennsylvania Festival Of The Arts
State College Pennsylvania
July 28th, 29th
22nd Annual Arts Expo
Hardesty Park
Akron, Ohio
August 5th
The Chardon Square Arts Festival
Chardon, Ohio
August 10th, 11th, 12th
The Salt Fork 33rd Annual Arts Crafts Festival
Cambridge City Park
Cambridge, Ohio
August 25th, 26th
The 21st Annual Art On The Green
Hudson, Ohio
September 1st, 2nd, 3rd
Kipona Art Fest
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

September 7th, 8th, 9th
21st Annual Sugarloaf Crafts Festival
Manassas, Virginia
For Directions and Discount Coupons Go To
http://www.sugarloafcrafts.com/
September 28th, 29th, 30th
30th Annual Oktoberfest
Dayton Art Institute
Dayton, Ohio
October 4th, 5th 6th, 7th
29th Annual Pink Palace Crafts Fair
Audubon Park
Memphis, Tennessee
October 12th, 13th, 14th
Annual Gaithersburg Sugarloaf Crafts Festival
Gaithersburg, Maryland
For Directions and Discount Coupons Go To
http://www.sugarloafcrafts.com/
October 19th, 20th, 21th
7th Annual Sugarloaf Crafts Festival
Novi, Michigan
For Directions and Discount Coupons Go To
http://www.sugarloafcrafts.com/
October 26th, 27th, 28th
7th Annual Sugarloaf Crafts Festival
Fort Washington, Pennsylvania
For Directions and Discount Coupons Go To
http://www.sugarloafcrafts.com/

If you have any questions about our
schedule please give us a call!
Thanks,
Mark Mowen

1186 North Plainview, Copley, OH 44321 USA
Telephone: 330-668-8926
E-mail: info@leatherstuff.com
Copyright © 1998 Mark Mowen
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